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Introducing the LSAT jumpstarts your LSAT preparation with a concise explanation of the test's

most common concepts. This might not be the only LSAT book you read, but it should definitely be

the first. In his down-to-earth, often irreverent style, Nathan demystifies the confusing world of logic

games, logical reasoning, and reading comprehension. In no time, you'll start to see through the BS

and dominate the test. The approaches are easy to digest, and will stick with you when you finally

sit down for the big day.  No nonsense. No made-up, trademarked buzzwords. No confusing jargon.

And best of all, no pulled punches. Plus, youâ€™ll also find out how you can contact Nathan directly

with your questions. So grab a pencil and crack this book. Let's get it on.
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Yeah, he drops a few F-bombs, but its for impact, and indeed, gets his point across.You can read

this book in one sitting, and get an extremely good feel for what you're in for, what to expect, and

how to think about the problems so that you don't get blindsided.Obviously, it's not by any means

comprehensive or all-inclusive with respect to studying for the LSAT, but since there are thousands

every year who for unexplained reasons attempt the LSAT with little or no prep, this book, at the

very least, is essential reading for those folks!If you've got more time, he wrote some in-depth books

too, I would highly recommend checking those out if you're going the self-study route and actually

investing the time to do it right.The one biggest thing I can say about this author is that he is in this

for the test-taking student, not the money. He does NOT just sell you the book and say, "Thanks for



the cash!"...he is very open in his books about "call or email me any time with any questions"...what

other authors do that? Ok, one other for LSAT prep, but other than that, I've never seen an open call

for reader inquiries. Right?? And by the way, (and I have extensive career experience in this) the

cost of the book basically covers printing and  fees. That it. No one's getting rich here (well, except ,

obviously, but where else can I sit comfortably at home and have this book just suddenly appear in

my hands in 2 days. So there you go).Well done, Sir.

LOVE this book! I purchased this precisely because a previous reviewer commented on the

profanity. YES! I wouldn't call this book profane as much as I would say that Nathan has provided

an honest dose of reality. Explanations for questions are concise and real. If you are irritated by the

big-box study guides' all-knowing, self-righteous tones, then buy this book. Nathan easily says, look,

we've drilled it down to two s***ty answers, this is just the less s***ty one. Pick it and move on.I love

the brevity of this book, but don't let its length fool you: it is full of tips and tricks to get you thinking

precisely the way you need to in order to raise your score. This book has changed the way that I

approach each test and my scores have definitely improved. Nathan is also just as accessible by

email as he says! I submitted a question on his website and he wrote back to me the next day with a

solution. Watch his videos, too.Trust Nathan, read his book, watch his videos.

About 12 years ago I took the LSAT and was going to apply for law school. I got a 119 and I took a

prep course. I never understood what the LSAT had to do with law. There was no legal questions

just stupid paragraphs no one cared to read about. I didn't apply for law school and got married had

children. I have dsyelxia so tests are every hard for me and reading stuff I don't care about doesn't

keep my interest. My children are getting older so I'm thinking of taking the LSAT test again. I got

this book and by the 20th page the LSAT test made more sense to me. I really think this books

going to prepare me more then any course can. Thank you I look forwarded to reading more of your

book and again I hate to read but this book is really helping me. Thank you

I'm taking the October 5 LSAT. This is the first LSAT book I chose to begin my prep with (yes, I did

get the PowerScore Bibles, too). The writing style is simple and straight to the point. There are no

"airs" about this book. Fox is sincerely interested in making sure LSAT test takers do well, and this

book proves it. Start with this book, then go and

Have you ever purchased a chunky test reviewer? Did this (insert brand name here) book leave you



more confused and agitated than when you began studying?Nathan Fox's "Introducing the LSAT" is

not that kind of book. He is brash and straight-to-the point... but in a good way. The way that forces

you to get off of your hammock and actually take the time to practice.Yes, one of Fox's secrets is

that there is no secret to getting a higher score - just practice. So how does this book help, you may

ask. "Introducing..." breaks down each section of the LSAT and explains the process and reasoning

behind his solutions. It explains why some choices are BS while some may initially smell like BS, but

are not. Instead of simply listing an answer key at the back of the book, he takes the time to

elaborate on how he arrives at each and every answer.Most importantly, he encourages us to take

a combative attitude towards this standardized test. For reading comprehension questions, he urges

us to ask the test makers, "Why are you wasting my time with this [passage]?" I have found that this

mindset to be more effective than, "I don't get this text!""Introducing the LSAT" is a compact booklet

that is dense with practical test taking tips. Most of what Fox preaches can also be applied onto

other standardized tests. Find out why it has helped so may students on their path to law school.

Oh gosh. This is like one of the many LSAT books I own, but better. So I actually had the privilege

to take classes from Nathan when I lived in San Francisco. And I am home in Hawaii for the

summer and live in Davis for the school year so I was bummed I couldn't take another course!

HOWEVER, FEAR NOT! These books are seriously the same as how he teaches his class. These

phrases like "bullsh*t" or "Why do I care?" are exactly how he teaches his courses. And it works! I

have improved from my first to second LSAT. I am taking my third LSAT because I know that if I do

super well, I can get a scholarship (follow his page on facebook and he posts articles about this).

With this being said, lets get to the actual book...He gives you examples and ways to solve them.

Let's face it, taking the LSAT is boring. Studying for the LSAT is boring. But when I read Nathan's

books, I am anything but bored. He is witty, and honest. And he knows what he is talking about

because he's taken the test, scored amazing, and even went to UC Hastings. He knows what he is

talking about. So if you like these books, I suggest you also order his other books. They are great!
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